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All five states are required by MCOs to contract with government-approved agencies to provide FMS. The primary tasks of an FMS agency include a payment function (providing payments to workers, agents or vendors for goods and services on behalf of the participant), reporting function (creating
spending reports for participants, McOs and government programs), and a management function (managing employer tax and insurance responsibilities). While FMS agencies in five states perform these functions, many also provide other types of support (for example, ongoing information and assistance
(Tennessee), assistance in hiring workers (Arizona, Tennessee, and Texas), training for participants and/or workers (Texas). FMS selection varies across states: In five states, there are two key paths for MCOs to select fms entities to contract with: (1) the state delegates the authority to each MCO to
select FMS entities approved by the state as Medicaid Providers and to contract with each MCO (Arizona, Massachusetts and Texas); or (2) contracts with government direct providers (New Mexico and Tennessee) and contact with these organizations at MCO. In Tennessee, the contract is a three-way
contract signed by the state, MCO and FMS agency. The number of FMS providers differs widely between states: New Mexico and Tennessee have a single FMS presence. Arizona (n=3) and Massachusetts (n=4) have very few FMS agencies, while Texas has 400 FMS agencies. Texas has had a clear
period of time allowing any related organizations to participate as an FMS agency. Organizations interested in FMS must attend a three-day training and pass a test to demonstrate that they have the necessary knowledge and skills. Three days of training and certification are carried out by the state. Once
government certified, MCOs can contract with these FMS agencies. While there are benefits to allowing states to allow multiple FMS agencies (for example, allowing MCO and the participant to choose the right fit FMS in terms of experience, and being an on-site option if an FMS doesn't work), there are
drawbacks. Increased quantity doesn't always mean improved quality, and FMS activities are harder to track. Outside of Tennessee, MCOs don't closely monitor fms' duties and performances. FMS providers reported contracts with multiple McOs: In five states, MCOs required contracts with any stateapproved FMS provider. That's why the MCOs majority reported receiving FMS services from multiple providers. New Mexico and Tennessee had only states with the only approved FMS provider. States operating with multiple FMS providers can be combated with monitoring surveillance, as universal
standards are sought by the state. Medical and health services managers, activities of health departments or facilities. As areas of responsibility can be open 24 hours a day, they can work evenings and weekends or be on call when they are not in the office. Not only do they ensure that their
organizations work efficiently, but they must comply with all applicable government laws and regulations. So doctors and medical staff can diagnose medical conditions and treat patients, while medical and health care managers deal with business issues. They manage finances, including budgets, bills
and taxes, so that facilities earn enough money to run profitable. They hire administrative staff, such as secretaries and clerks, train them and ass throw tasks and programs at them. In investor and regulatory meetings, they represent their facilities and often contact medical staff to make sure their needs
are met. They also keep records of all activities to be presented to government regulators or investors. Managers' jobs vary depending on the areas of expertise and facilities. Nursing home managers take care of residents in buildings, staff, admissions and nursing homes. They must be licensed by the
government. Clinic managers often take responsibility for departments such as nursing or physical therapy in hospitals and focus on the budgets and reports of this area. Health information managers rely on computers to monitor patient records and keep them safe. Finally, co-managers help managers
with day-to-day tasks and can be themselves responsible for individual areas such as nursing or medical records. Medical and health care managers often require a bachelor's degree in health management. But at high levels, many also have master's degrees in health care, public administration or
business administration. Work programs include hospital management, accounting and finance, human resources, laws, ethics and health information systems. It is also an important experience. Managers can start as small managers and give increased responsibilities as they accumulate on the job for
years. Important skills for the profession include interpersonal skills for interaction with doctors and health insurance representatives; communication skills in order to transfer information to staff; and problem solving skills to find solutions, often under time constraints and on a limited budget. As of May
2011, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, medical and health care managers averaged $96,030 a year, with a lower annual range of $52,730 to more than $147,890. General medical and surgical hospitals showed a third of the jobs, followed by doctor's offices and nursing homes. Highest
paid employers averaged $139,400 in average annual insurance and employee benefit funds and scientific research and development services, $138,800. Jobs in the profession are expected to increase by 22 per cent from 2010 to 2020. An aging baby boomer population will come, which requires
medical services overseen by claims managers. An employer looking for a project manager for a consulting company seeks a qualified applicant with industry experience in health, environment, construction, IT or other consulting areas listed in the job description. You are hired by the service consulting
firm to your clients with project management skills specializing in industry. To qualify for the position, you must meet the training requirements of a project manager. Its main function is to satisfy the clients of the consulting company by ensuring that the projects are carried out on time. As a project
manager for a consulting business, the job description may require providing advice on strategic and operational issues for its clients. For example, you may need to find new sales channels for products or reduce costs related to producing a product. Your services may be applicable to clients of a
consulting firm, whether in the computer industry, human resources, communications, financial services, real estate, e-commerce or other private areas. You may need to identify the resources required to perform the role and create and execute a work plan that includes production schedules and
timesheets. You may need to assign individual responsibilities to a team. Regardless of the field of consulting firm, your main responsibility as project manager is to balance the time, money and scope of the project you are assigned. You need to know how to prioritize your tasks to ensure that the project
is executed on time from start to end. The job description may require a project manager with the knowledge and ability to integrate personnel and operational processes after a purchase, restructure a post-bankruptcy company, or build a new manufacturing facility abroad. Depending on the size of the
organization, you may need to control the project or actively participate in the project. Your working day will be full of meetings, emails, phone calls, analytics programs, budgets and technical requirements. A project manager's job description can be stated that the consulting firm needs organizational
skills to manage multiple projects and leadership skills to work with stakeholders. You may need to contact stakeholders to convince them of the project's necessity and communicate relevant tasks, including both good news and bad news of situation changes. Requirements may include information about
platforms, software, and programs that the consulting firm's client works with. In addition to industry expertise, training a project manager in the job description, project management, professional certification or may require a bachelor's degree. Target Target Project Management Professional certification
must have at least five years of project management experience, which includes either a high school diploma or associate's degree and 7,500 hours leading or managing projects. You also need 35 hours of project management training. Alternatively, you can have a four-year bachelor's degree and at
least three years of project management experience, an experience that leads 4,500 hours and manages projects and includes 35 hours of project management training. A do not cover up for the service consultant customer service representative. Companies often use the term consultant or customer
service to make sure they are ready to meet all the needs of customer-to-agent agents. Many jobs from remote locations that answer questions, resolve complaints, take orders or instruct customers on technical issues. The service consultant's job is usually an entry-level position in most companies. They
earn relatively low average salaries compared to most professions. Service consultants received an average annual salary of $33,110 as of May 2012, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics. The top 10 percent increase was over $49,930 a year. Most service consultants have at least a high
school diploma. They usually get job training. Cable, software and wireless companies employ technical service representatives to solve technical problems. Technical support representatives may need a year or two of experience in customer service and must have the technical skills to solve problems.
Other basic requirements for a service consultant are a friend and outgoing personality, patience and communication, problem solving and computer skills. The average salaries of service consultants vary significantly by sector in 2012. According to the BLS, they have won annual salaries of $53,640 in
pipeline transportation for the natural gas sector. Those working in support activities for the aerospace products and parts manufacturing and mining industry also received relatively high salaries of $48,630 and $48,440, respectively. Service consultants employed by cable and other subscription
programming companies made $38,980 a year. Insurance and business support services companies paid these customer service professionals $36,500 and $27,300 less, respectively. Service consultants expect top earners in Washington, D.C., which is $41,880 a year based on BLS data. You can also
earn relatively higher salaries of $39,100 and $38,860 per year, respectively, in Massachusetts and California. Georgia's salaries are closer to the country's average of $33,650. Service consultants earn $29,740 and $29,090 less in Texas and Florida, respectively. BLS, a 15 percent increase in the
business of customer service representatives, including service consultants, an increase of about 15 percent Most of them are professions. Customer service is often the only distinguishing factor among companies offering similar products, and they need more service consultants as their sales grow.
Companies can hire more representatives if they promote new products or services. According to the US Bureau of Labor Statistics, customer service representatives received an average salary of $32,300 in 2016. At the low end, customer service representatives salaryed $25,520 a 25 percent, which
means 75 percent made more than that amount. The 75 percent salary earns $41,430, or 25 percent more. In 2016, 2,784,500 people could be employed as customer service representatives in the U.S. Delegate.
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